
Date: 3 March 2015 

Attendees: Jeanne, Yi Hao, Boyang 

Absentees: Jovin (Attended Asian Youth Enterprise Programme orgainzed by SMU-IIE) 

1. Went through Prof Ben Gan’s feedback 

 UATs: need to have a more detailed testing plan, input/output analysis, and identify bugs. In 

test plan, tell participants the objectives, procedures and …  

Input Expected Output Actual Output Comments 

    

    

Also, take note of response time: 1) less than 3 secs, 2) less than 6 secs, 3) more than 6 secs 

 Schedule: waterfall approach? Prof Patrick thinks phase is more important, don’t care what 

waterfalls or agile.  

 So few bugs? We did a lot of testing…  

 Deployment plan: how long will app be on test server? What criteria must be fulfilled before 

it can go into production? What conditions will trigger the go-ahead? E.g. no bugs, resources 

available, IT team ready etc. It is also possible that sponsors prefer to delay deployment to 

later than Final Presentation.  

 Soft launch vs hard launch: soft means restricted number of users; if during soft launch they 

feel comfortable, they proceed to hard launch phase.  

 Meet the sponsors more often, 2 ~ 3 weeks 

 Big problem: presentation not well done. Must rehearse with Prof Patrick before Final 

Presentation.  

 Always show the test plan and test results. Input/output 

 Find out why users don’t want to use it: resistance during next URA visit (4th March) 

 Give users a manual on how to use it: what features, how to click around etc. what 

additional features that users want to see implemented.  

 Suggestion: remember the time horizon user is used to 

 Use the test server at URA to host the app. Don’t use the cloud. The response time will be 

faster too.  

2. Feedback for emo 

 Adjust the charts so that they fit into positions.  

 Colour scheme needs to change and be consistent 

 Reduce the size of the map 

 The swipe panel suddenly comes up and block part of the map. Try not to block anything.  

 Make the left panel bigger 

 Put legend for 3-line chart 

 Line chart, bar chart when hovered over 

 If the volume is 0, remove them. Don’t show 

 Relate two charts together by using colour scheme consistently. E.g. orange for condo 

for all. Don’t re-use the same colour for the different item.  

 Use stacked bar chart for histogram 



 Before making these changes, ask for the best practice from the best analysts for how 

they do the charts.  


